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So Paterno tells the story of one of the first Filipino converts to Christianity, Don Nicolas Ruiz, as he is
believed to have undergone a transition from Andalusian and Indio to an indigenous Filipino by a

process of "syncretism" or "mestizaje". The incident illustrated happened in the early 16th century.
Don Nicolas Ruiz was already a well-known name in Cebu because of his knowledge of the native

language and history as well as the Spanish language and other Christian subjects. Paterno wishes to
explain why he was chosen to become a Jesuit priest, because the Spanish Inquisition might not

have understood the Filipino of his time, and he wished to show the Filipinos, especially the
Cebuanos, their cultural heritage and their religious beliefs, which was about to be wiped out. These
include yidaga, tagaan, nganga (as well as the Tagalog word yandag), tingganan, suba ng-kumisa
(as well as the Tagalog word gubata), ibinabatiya (as well as the Tagalog word bagliwaya), pang
nagkumbil (as well as the Tagalog word pangkumbira), and nakapagtuloy (as well as the Tagalog

word nakapagtula). Mind you, we have yidaga, tagaan, yandag, ibinabatiya, and nakapagtuloy also
in Spanish as guardar, entregar, reprimir, and devolver. But the challenge of the top Paternos are:

taangan, suba ng-kumisa, nganga, tingganan, and pang nagkumbil. Those who only know of Paterno
through his accomplishments as a writer of a history of the Philippines and his works in other genres,

would not recognize him as a prolific writer of light-hearted Filipino humor - even though he is not
totally unknown to Filipinos who have read the works of his son, José Paterno, a highly accomplished

and prolific writer in his own right, including the first Filipino novel published in the United States,
Masipag (1946), and work about the Philippines in other genres, such as the first Filipino novel

translated into English, The Woman Who Came From the West (1975), and the first Filipino novel
translated into Spanish, Ninga: Nadirindak sa Paaralan (1995).
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in a letter to his brother, paterno bemoans the loss of his youth, but his clear intelligence and
learned purpose would afford him the advantage over the coterie of older men around him. paternos
congenital lack of patience would shine through in correspondence to his mother and her brother. to
his aunt ines, he wrote a chilling letter about women that could have been written by the poet lorca.
paternos fiercely misogynist views are further underlined by his memoranda on women. in an essay
entitled el valor de la mujer, he describes the difficulties of relationships between men and women:
for there is no country for a wife, nor a position, nor a conversation, nor a mirror, nor a house, nor a
servant, nor a cap and boot. there are so many places where he can not be, and it does not matter if
he is friendly or loved, so that he does not touch any woman or woman touches him. sensitive to the
trap of the older males of his age, paterno wrote a work of apologia. the book, titled the rise and fall
of filipino society, aims to revive the image of the philippine islands in the eyes of europe. the aim of
this defensive pamphlet is not to paint a picture of the philippines as a community, but as a bastard,

offspring of china. a bastard, but a rich bastard with a capital city of manila, a metropolis whose
inhabitants speak three languages, besides the spanish: english, tagalog, and filipino. five years
after the publication of the book, paternos mother contracted a terrible disease and died. this
tragedy would have a profound effect on the mataboagan, as the sickness ultimately led to his

return to the philippines. the patriarch of the paternos would remain in spain from that point on.
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